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Mating asymmetry resulting from sexual conflict in the brachypterous grasshopper *Podisma sapporensis*

Running title: Sexual conflict in grasshoppers

We explored why interpopulation crosses often yield mating asymmetry in the grasshopper *Podisma sapporensis*. Previous studies show that when local populations are crossed, mating frequency differs significantly between the 2 types of heterotypic mating. Mating asymmetry has been explained by 3 hypotheses: female choice, sexual conflict, or the consequences of bottlenecking events (Kaneshiro’s hypothesis). The present study assessed which hypothesis best explained the observed mating patterns. Each test population was crossed with populations used in the previous studies. Of the 10 combinations of interpopulation crossing, 6 exhibited significant asymmetry in the frequency of heterotypic mating, 2 had marginal $P$ values, and 2 exhibited symmetry. The mating frequency of one sex of a test population was mainly determined by the mating propensities of 2 crossed populations, but no interactions were detected between the populations. Conspicuous mating asymmetry arose when the 2 populations had greatly different mating propensities (i.e., the combination of vigorous males in 1 population and receptive females in the other population). In contrast, when 2 populations with similar female receptivity were crossed, the mating tended to be assortative. The results of crossing of ancestral and derived chromosomal races do not support Kaneshiro’s hypothesis. Furthermore, the finding that mating propensities for both sexes vary greatly among populations does not agree with the female choice hypothesis. In conclusion, our results are consistent with the sexual conflict hypothesis, which postulates that mating vigor/receptivity varies geographically due to antagonistic coevolution between the sexes.
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A number of studies have utilized interpopulational cross experiments to understand the extent of reproductive isolation among local populations and differences in the evolutionary trajectory of sexually antagonistic coevolution (Mayr 1963; Coyne and Orr 2004; Arnqvist and Rowe 2005). Given the development of behavioral reproductive isolation among local populations, interpopulational crosses result in assortative mating among members of the same population (Parker and Partridge 1998; Tregenza et al. 2000). In particular, when communication or mate recognition systems are differentiated to some extent among local populations, the crossing of different populations is expected to lead to more frequent occurrence of homotypic mating relative to heterotypic mating. On the other hand, several types of interactions between the sexes of allopatric origins have been reported with respect to mating and reproductive rates. These phenomena have been postulated to be driven by antagonistic coevolution between the sexes (Andrés and Arnqvist 2001; Brown and Eady 2001; Knowles and Markow 2001; Hosken et al. 2002; Nilsson et al. 2002, 2003). Another outcome of interpopulational crosses is asymmetry in the mating frequencies between 2 types of heterotypic mating. In many instances of interpopulational crosses, behavioral isolation is reported to be asymmetrical (Kaneshiro 1976; Ryan and Wagner 1987; Arnold et al. 1996; Yoshimura and Starmer 1997; Markow and Hocutt 1998; Liu et al. 2007). Mating asymmetry has been discussed from the perspective of the direction of evolution (Kaneshiro 1976; Watanabe and Kawanishi 1979). Although several authors have pointed out that evolutionary factors other than ancestor-descendant relationships are responsible for mating asymmetry (Markow 1981; Giddings and Templeton 1983; Ehrman and Wasserman 1987; Markow and Hocutt 1998), the evolutionary causes of asymmetry have not been fully understood. In the present study, we propose a
hypothesis that mating asymmetry could occur as an outcome of sexually antagonistic coevolution and provide evidence for this hypothesis.

The evolutionary causes of asymmetric mating can be summarized into 3 categories. First, Kaneshiro (1976, 1989) emphasized the genetic differentiation of male courtship behavior and female mate preference accompanied by bottlenecks of newly founded populations. This hypothesis postulates that the females of the derived and bottlenecked population readily copulate with males of the ancestral population, whereas the females of the ancestral population do not accept males of the derived population. Thus, the crossing of the ancestral and derived populations yields an asymmetrical mating pattern. Second, asymmetrical premating isolation may have originated from female mate preferences. Arnold et al. (1996) propose a triple Gaussian model in which they postulate that the difference between female preference and male sexual traits in each of the crossed populations is the cause of asymmetry. Furthermore, females may exhibit preferences for exaggerated male traits that are not possessed by the males of their own population (Hill 1994; Houde and Hankes 1997; Simmons et al. 2001). If this is true, the females of a given population would prefer the “attractive” males of a different population to the males of their own population, resulting in asymmetric heterotypic mating. Third, asymmetry may have resulted from antagonistic coevolution between the sexes for reproductive benefits (Markow and Hocutt 1998; Parker and Partridge 1998).

Our previous study, which used 3 populations of the grasshopper *Podisma sapporensis*, indicates that when interpopulational crosses are conducted, strong asymmetry arises in all combinations of populations (Sugano and Akimoto 2007). Under the conditions that permit mate choice, males of a given population (e.g., the Teine population) mate much more frequently with females of a different population
than with females of their own population. Furthermore, the females in the Teine population actively repel male courtship so that the males of different populations achieve less frequent mating than do Teine males if they are crossed with the Teine females. To explain this mating pattern, we have proposed 3 hypotheses.

First, the mating pattern of *P. sapporensis* may be explained by Kaneshiro’s (1976) hypothesis, which is based on the ancestor–descendant relationships of the populations. *Podisma sapporensis* consists of 2 main chromosomal races that are distributed allopatrically: the ancestral male XO/female XX system (XO race) and the derived male neo-XY/female neo-XX system (XY race) (Bugrov et al. 2000). For our previous cross experiments, we used 2 populations of the ancestral XO race and 1 population of the derived XY race (Sugano and Akimoto 2007). The results of population crosses between different chromosomal races agree with the prediction from Kaneshiro’s hypothesis.

Second, geographic differentiation of preferences of males or females would yield asymmetric heterotypic mating. There are many examples in which larger-sized females are more preferred by males as mates (Johnson and Hubbell 1984; Saeki et al. 2005), whereas larger males are advantageous in securing matings with females (Forrest et al. 1991; Goulson et al. 1993; Kosal and Niedzlek-Feaver 1997). Because *P. sapporensis* males do not use acoustic signals or color patterns when they court females but just start mounting by jumping onto the female’s back (Sugano and Akimoto 2007), it is likely that their mating success is affected by the body size. Thus, geographic differentiation in the body size of both sexes (Akimoto et al. 1993) could lead to geographic variation in attractiveness. However, this possibility was negated by our previous study (Sugano et al. 2008). Third, asymmetrical mating may have resulted from the genetic differentiation of mating propensity. Genetic differentiation of male mating vigor and
female resistance is known among laboratory strains of *Drosophila* and the housefly (Kence and Bryant 1978; Bryant 1979; Van den Berg et al. 1984); there is also some evidence of this in wild populations (Markow and Hocutt 1998; Parker and Partridge 1998). Crossing of local populations that have attained different equilibria in their mating propensities could result in asymmetry between the 2 directions of heterotypic mating. For example, asymmetrical mating is expected for a crossing between a population, whose males are highly vigorous in mating and a population, whose females are highly receptive (Van den Berg et al. 1984). However, there are few lines of definitive evidence regarding sexual conflict in mating behavior in wild populations (Arnqvist and Rowe 2005). Almost all sexual conflict models have postulated the evolution of 1 male trait and 1 female preference function (Rowe et al. 2003; Arnqvist and Rowe 2005). Sexual conflict in *P. sapporensis*, if any, would be formalized as the antagonistic coevolution of female ability to repel male courtship and male mating vigor to overcome female resistance (Sugano and Akimoto 2007).

Of the 3 hypotheses, the sexual conflict hypothesis most consistently agrees with the experimental results. However, because of the small number of populations used (n = 3), we were not able to draw an unambiguous conclusion. Thus, in the present study, we attempted to elucidate the following 4 questions by using 6 populations for crossing: 1) whether asymmetry always occurs in heterotypic mating; 2) which factors determine the mating frequency of a local population—particularly, whether there is any interaction between populations for the mating frequency; 3) whether assortative mating occurs in any situation, and if any, which factor influences the occurrence of assortative mating; and 4) which hypothesis best accounts for the whole pattern of mating frequencies.

Because we have obtained the same results in the cross experiments by using the
same 3 populations over several years (Sugano and Akimoto 2007; Sugano et al. 2008), we regarded them as the base populations. In the present study, we chose 3 new populations as test populations and crossed each of them with each of the 3 base populations, yielding 9 cross combinations. In addition, we prepared 1 cross combination between test populations.

The present study also enables us to test the following corollary hypotheses. First, if Kaneshiro’s theory is true, it is expected that the frequency of XO male–XY female mating should surpass that of XY male–XO female mating. Second, if the sexual conflict hypothesis is true, we expect a positive correlation between male mating vigor and female resistance across the test populations (Kence and Bryant 1978).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Insects, localities, and rearing

*Podisma sapporensis*, a brachypterous and univoltine grasshopper, is widely distributed from the lowlands to the mountainous areas in the islands of Northeast Asia (i.e., Hokkaido, Kunashiri, Etorofu, and Saharin) (Ichikawa et al. 2006). *Podisma sapporensis* is gregarious in its larval stages, forming aggregates of several hundred individuals on the host herbs *Petasites japonicus giganteus* (Compositae). This grasshopper is found in patches on the host plants and its population density often varies greatly between the adjoining microhabitats with a similar landscape. *Podisma sapporensis* hatches from mid May in the lowlands, and adults are found from late June to late September with the peak of adult emergence from early to mid July.

We collected approximately 200 nymphs from each of 6 local populations in
Hokkaido from mid June to late June to obtain virgin adults. Approximately 100 nymphs from the same locality were placed in a plastic container (40 × 21 × 27cm high) and maintained at 21 °C under a photoperiod of 14L10D in an environmental chamber for rearing at the Center for Experimental Plants and Animals, Hokkaido University. It should be noted that this level of larval density is usual in the wild. The position of the containers on the rearing shelves was changed daily to avoid position effects in the chamber. The grasshoppers were fed the leaves of *P. japonicus giganteus*. Because the adults did not mate for several days after final molting, only virgin adults more than 5 days old with a complete set of appendages were used for crossing.

Of the 6 populations used for the mate choice experiments (Figure 1), the Teine, Shimokawa, and Akan populations were used in the previous studies (Sugano and Akimoto 2007; Sugano et al. 2008). Three other populations, Kitami, Kannon-zawa, and Hyakumatsu-zawa were newly selected and used as test populations in the present study. The Kannon-zawa and Hyakumatsu-zawa populations are adjacent and are 5.2 km from each other. With respect to the sex-determination system, the Teine, Shimokawa, Kannon-zawa, and Hyakumatsu-zawa populations belong to the XO race, whereas the Akan and Kitami populations belong to the XY race.

The males do not exhibit acoustic courtship throughout the mating process. When males recognize females, they usually jump onto the females' back and grasp them, and then gradually attain a right mounting position. Most females show resistance to males' mating attempt. Although grasped or mounted by males, females usually shake their body intensively, jump frequently, and kick the males by using their hind legs to escape from them. When males on the females' back are repelled by the females, the males shake their hind legs rhythmically; for Podisma species, this behavior is regarded as
tactile stimulation to enhance female receptivity (Uvarov 1977).

**Multiple choice experiment**

The multiple choice method (Merrell 1950) was selected for evaluating mate choice because this most closely reflects the likely mate choice opportunities under natural conditions as *P. sapporensis* is highly gregarious and found in high population densities. This method enables any male or female to choose a mate from their own or from a different population. Thus, this method makes it possible to evaluate mate preference for other populations relative to their own population. Two males and 2 females of 1 population and 2 males and 2 females of another population were simultaneously placed in a plastic cage (27 × 17 × 18 cm high), and their behavior was monitored for 4 h daily from 13:00 to 17:00. All adults in a single cage, designated as a team, were similar in age (within a 5-day interval in final molting). The adults in a team were individually distinguished by a white paint mark. We regarded the pair whose genitalia united with each other continuously for more than 15 min as mating. To activate the behavior of the grasshoppers, the temperature was raised to 23 °C during the observational period. During this period, mating usually continued for a few hours, and adults that had mated did not mate again with a few exceptions. Although 4 or more matings were possible for a team each day, the observation was stopped after the first 2 matings were observed to ensure the opportunity of mate choice. The populations of origin were recorded for the mating pairs. This observation was continued for 7 consecutive days for each team; this 7-day observation period is referred to as 1 trial. Thus, a maximum of 14 matings was possible in a single trial. The total number of matings per trial was used for later analysis. Each adult was used only once in a single trial. If an adult died during the
experiment, the trial was excluded from analysis. All observations were made by 1 researcher (Y. C. S.). After daily observations, the males and females in a team were separated into different cages until the next observation period to prevent mating. A small cup with soil was placed in the containers in which the females were allowed to oviposit during separation.

For each of the 9 cross combinations (3 test populations \( \times \) 3 base populations), we repeated 4 trials as replicates. Crossing involving the Kitami population was performed in 2002 (2 trials) and 2003 (2 trials). All other crosses were performed in 2004. In total, 4 cross combinations were prepared between the populations of the XO and XY races to test Kaneshiro’s hypothesis: Kitami versus Teine, Kitami versus Shimokawa, Akan versus Kannon-zawa, and Akan versus Hyakumatsu-zawa.

**Statistics and hypothesis testing**

For each cross combination, the results of the 4 trials (replicates) were pooled if there was no significant heterogeneity among the trials (Sokal and Rohlf 1995). The \( G \)-test was used to test the following hypotheses about mating frequencies. We tested 1) whether the observed matings of the 4 cross types in a cross combination deviate significantly from random (1:1:1:1) (i.e., \( AA, AB, BA, \) and \( BB \) in the cross between populations A and B; \( AB \) denotes the incidence of mating between population A males and population B females), 2) whether the total matings of the males or females of 1 population differ significantly from those of the males or females of the partner population (mating propensity; \( AA+AB \) vs. \( BA+BB \), or \( AA+BA \) vs. \( AB+BB \)), 3) whether there is a significant difference in the mating frequencies between the 2 types of heterotypic mating (asymmetry; \( AB \) vs. \( BA \)), and 4) which factor affects the index of
assortative/interpopulational mating \((AA + BB - AB - BA)\), which represents the contrast between the mating frequency within the respective populations and that between different populations in each cross combination. Plus and minus values of the index indicate an excess of intra- and interpopulational mating, respectively. In addition, we calculated the joint isolation index, \(JI\) (Gilbert and Starmer 1985) and the \(Ip shortfall\) index in Jmating software (Rolan-Alvarez and Caballero 2000; Carvajal-Rodriguez and Rolan-Alvarez 2006) for each cross combination as an index of sexual isolation. These indices range from \(-1\) to \(1\), which represent completely disassortative and assortative mating, respectively. Jmating software was also used to determine differences in mating propensity between populations \((W)\) and to partition \(G\) statistics for random mating into the components based on sexual isolation and mating propensities.

We obtained the data for the total matings of each sex of the 3 test populations. Using 2-factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) with balanced data, we assessed which of male and female propensities and their interaction determines the total matings of the males or females of a test population. Using an ANOVA model with a completely randomized design, the total number of matings per trial for 1 sex of a test population was treated as the dependent variable, and the test and base populations used in the cross were treated as independent variables. The interaction between the test and base populations was also included in the model. We designated the test population and their interaction as random effects and the base population as a fixed effect. We calculated the least square means for the male and female matings of each test population. ANOVA was conducted separately for males and females.

The total number of matings for the males of a test population is the sum of matings with females of their own population and the partner base population. Thus, the variable
test population in the ANOVA represents male mating vigor as a whole (i.e., the average number of matings per trial in the test population males). In contrast, the variable base population reflects the receptivity to heterotypic mating in the females of the partner base population (i.e., the average number of heterotypic matings per trial in the base population females or the test population males). Similarly, in the ANOVA for female matings, the test population represents the general receptivity of the test population females, whereas the base population reflects the number of heterotypic matings in the base population males.

We tested if the incidence of mating in an interpopulational cross can be predicted from the mating propensities inherent to the populations. For this purpose, the expected mating frequencies for the 4 cross types were calculated for the crossing between the Kannon-zawa and Hyakumatsu-zawa populations. In this estimation, the expected frequency of one cross type was computed by multiplying the relative values of the least square means of matings for the males and females involved in that cross type (see the caption of Figure 5 for details). We subsequently performed the actual crossing between the Kannon-zawa and Hyakumatsu-zawa populations and statistically compared the observed mating frequencies of the 4 cross types with the expected frequencies. For crossing between the Kannon-zawa and Hyakumatsu-zawa populations, 4 replicates were performed in 2004. In total, we prepared 10 combinations for interpopulational crosses.

RESULTS

We observed a total of 478 matings for the 10 cross combinations. During daily
observation times, adults mated only once except 3 adults that mated twice consecutively with different mates. For any of the 10 cross combinations, significant heterogeneity was not detected at $P = 0.05$ among trials (results not shown). Thus, we pooled 4 trials for every cross combination for analysis. Of the 3 base populations, mating was most frequent in the Teine population, followed by the Shimokawa, and Akan populations for males, but the order was opposite for females (Table 1). This result is consistent with those of our previous studies (Sugano and Akimoto 2007; Sugano et al. 2008).

The results of 2-factorial ANOVA indicate that there were no significant interactions between populations regarding mating frequency (Table 1). This result suggests that the mating number of one sex of a population is determined by the additive effects of male and female propensities of the crossed populations. The effects of both the test and base populations were significant both for male and female matings. The least square means for matings per trial varied largely among populations for both males and females.

In 9 of the 10 cross combinations, the mating frequencies of 4 cross types differed significantly from a random distribution (Table 2; Figures 2-5); random mating was only observed in the combination Hyakumatsu-zawa versus Akan (Figure 4c). Mating propensity (Table 2, $A-B$) often differed between crossed populations; significant differences were found in 5 and 8 of the 10 cross combinations for males and females, respectively (Table 2). A different index of mating propensity ($W$) yielded the same results for both sexes (Table 2). Furthermore, there was no significant difference between the expected and observed frequencies of the 4 cross types for the crosses between the Hyakumatsu-zawa and Kannon-zawa populations (Figure 5).

Of the 10 cross combinations, 6 exhibited significant asymmetry between 2 types of
heterotypic mating, 2 exhibited asymmetry at a statistically marginal level, and 2 exhibited symmetry (Table 3). In 4 of the 6 cross combinations in which an asymmetrical mating pattern was found, the males of a population mated more frequently with females of the partner population than with females of their own population ($G$-test, $P < 0.05$ for all the cases; detailed results not shown). Contrary to expectations, 3 test populations showed no correlation between the rankings of the population means for male (Kit > Kan > Hya) and female matings (Kit > Hya > Kan) (Table 1).

The $JI$ and $Ipsi$ indices regarding sexual isolation often yielded different results. The $JI$ index showed significant assortative mating only for Kitami versus Shimokawa, whereas the $Ipsi$ index showed assortative mating in 5 cross combinations (Table 3). On the other hand, the $JI$ index indicated disassortative mating for Hyakumatsu-zawa versus Teine, but this type of mating was not detected when using the $Ipsi$ index (Table 3). Both indices consistently indicated significant sexual isolation (i.e., assortative mating) only for Kitami versus Shimokawa. When the $G$ statistics for random mating (Table 2) was partitioned into the components based on sexual isolation and mating propensity, $G$ values based on mating propensity were significant in 9 of the 10 cross combinations, whereas those based on sexual isolation were significant in 2 cross combinations including the Kitami–Shimokawa cross (Table 3). Thus, the $G$ statistics implies that significant sexual isolation is realized only in the Kitami–Shimokawa cross and that strongly asymmetrical heterotypic mating in the other cross combinations influenced the results of the $Ipsi$ index. Therefore, in the crosses of $P. sapporensis$ populations, the difference in mating propensity between populations mainly determines the results of cross experiments.
When populations with different sex-determination systems were crossed, the results of Kitami (XY) versus Teine (XO) and Kannon-zawa (XO) versus Akan (XY) crosses agreed with Kaneshiro’s hypothesis, which predicts that the frequency of XO male–XY female mating should be higher than that of XY male–XO female mating (Table 3; Figures 2a and 3c). However, no significant asymmetry was detected for the crosses Kitami (XY) versus Shimokawa (XO) (Table 3; Figure 2b) and Hyakumatsu-zawa (XO) versus Akan (XY) (Table 3; Figure 4c).

The index of assortative/interpopulational mating, \( AA+BB-AB-BA \), was negatively correlated with the difference in the total mating number of females between populations (female propensity, i.e., \( |AA+BA-AB-BB| \)) (Spearman's rank correlation, \( r_s = -0.900, P < 0.001 \), Figure 6). However, the index was not significantly correlated with the difference in the total mating number of males between populations (male propensity, i.e., \( |AA+AB-BA-BB| \)) (\( r_s = 0.043, P = 0.906 \)). This result suggests that the discrepancy between assortative mating and interpopulational mating is primarily determined by the differences in female propensity between populations.

DISCUSSION

The results of the present study indicate that asymmetrical mating occurs frequently in *P. sapporensis* (in 6 of the 10 cross combinations) when different populations are crossed, with a few instances of symmetrical mating (in 2 combinations). The results also imply that there are no significant interactions between the populations regarding the incidence of mating. Furthermore, the extent to which males and females of different local populations mate successfully is additively determined by their mating
propensities. Consequently, the question is which hypothesis can better explain the pattern of mating frequencies in population crosses?

Kaneshiro (1989) proposes that bottlenecks in a newly established population cause the males to develop altered communication signals due to genetic drifts such that the females of the ancestral populations are reluctant to accept these altered male signals; however, the females of the bottlenecked population are likely to evolve high receptivity due to low population density during the bottleneck. These changes in mating behavior and mate preference during bottlenecks could create an asymmetrical mating pattern when crossing is enforced between an ancestral population and a derived population established through bottlenecks. However, in *P. sapporensis*, asymmetrical mating was not detected in 2 of the 4 cross combinations between the populations of the ancestor-descendant relationship, whereas significantly asymmetrical mating was detected in four of the five cross combinations within the XO (ancestral) populations (Table 3). These results suggest that asymmetrical mating in *P. sapporensis* cannot fully be explained by postulating the ancestor-descendant relationships alone; thus, Kaneshiro’s hypothesis is implausible when it is applied to *P. sapporensis*. At present, much criticism has been directed at the hypothesis that asymmetrical mating reflects the ancestor-descendant relationship of the 2 populations or species (Barton and Charlesworth 1984; Arnold et al. 1996; Parker and Partridge 1998).

The antagonistic coevolution hypothesis postulates that male mating vigor and female ability to repel male courtship vary between local populations and that such differentiation in the mating propensities results in mating asymmetry when interpopulational crossing is conducted (Barton and Charlesworth 1984; Ringo et al. 1986; Parker and Partridge 1998). Provided that females in a local population develop a
strong resistance to male courtship because of the costs inherent to mating, the males of the same population would be subject to selection for increasing mating vigor to overcome female resistance, thus ensuring sufficient mating opportunities (Holland and Rice 1998). It is also expected that the strength of male mating vigor would be correlated with female resistance across local populations.

Definitive evidence for the antagonistic coevolution hypothesis comes from the large differences in the least square means of the mating frequency among the test or base populations (Table 1). The antagonistic coevolution hypothesis predicts that crossing between a population with high male mating vigor and a population with high female receptivity should lead to a high incidence of interpopulational mating. This prediction is corroborated by crossing a test population with the Teine population, which exhibits the highest male mating vigor and female resistance (Table 1; Sugano and Akimoto 2007). Significant asymmetry was detected in every cross combination involving the Teine population with more frequent matings between Teine males and test population females. On the other hand, the fact that significant asymmetry was not detected in the other 4 cross combinations is not necessarily inconsistent with the antagonistic coevolution hypothesis. If 2 local populations with equivalent male vigor and female receptivity are crossed, then symmetrical mating is predicted to occur. In reality, symmetrical mating was detected when the Kitami and Shimokawa populations, which exhibited no significant differences in the mating frequency both for males and for females, were crossed.

Our study revealed several lines of evidence that do not support the triple Gaussian models based on sexual selection (Arnold et al. 1996). First, this model hardly explains the large interpopulational differences in mating vigor/resistance found in *P. sapporensis*. 
The triple Gaussian model assumes that mating frequency is determined by the extent of the overlap between the frequency distribution curves of a sexually selected male trait and female preference for that trait; however, it does not postulate that mating propensities vary among local populations a priori. In fact, cross experiments with a plethodontid salamander did not reveal any evidence that mating propensities have significant effects on mating asymmetry. In contrast, our observations of the mating behavior of *P. sapporensis* suggest that mating success in crosses is mainly influenced by the female ability to repel male courtship; thus, mating asymmetry results mainly from the difference in female resistance between populations (Sugano and Akimoto 2007). The second reason against the triple Gaussian model is the finding that males of a population mate significantly more frequently with females of a different population than those of their own; such instances were found in 4 of the 10 cross combinations. Although the triple Gaussian model might account for this high incidence of interpopulational mating, the condition for this is restricted in the scope of the model, which would require a large deviation in a sexually selected male trait from female preference in several populations.

It is reported that population crosses in animals with male signal/female receptor systems usually lead to significant interactions between the sexes of different origins with respect to mating rate and offspring production rate (Arnqvist and Rowe 2005). As in our previous study (Sugano and Akimoto 2007), our data do not support the possibility that the mating frequency of a population increases or decreases synergistically when crossed with a particular population. The results of the crossing between the Kannon-zawa and Hyakumatsu-zawa test populations further corroborate the additivity hypothesis: The mating frequencies observed in this cross combination
correspond to the mating frequencies predicted from the results of other cross combinations. Thus, our results are in accordance with the model of a single signal/receiver system in which females are only allowed to evolve the threshold response level of the preference function without changing the shape of the function (Rowe et al. 2003). It is also predicted that sexually antagonistic coevolution causes females to become more resistant to males with which they have coevolved (i.e., males from their own population) than males of allopatric populations. However, this prediction is not supported for *P. sapporensis*, which has a simple male vigor/female resistance system. Our study shows that in populations with weak female resistance, the females readily accept mating by males of allopatric populations, although they have a specific mechanism to prevent receiving their sperm (Sasaki Y, Sugano YC, unpublished data).

It is noteworthy that there was a single instance of positive assortative mating in the cross between the Kitami and Shimokawa populations, which exhibited equal levels of male mating vigor and female receptivity. There is ample evidence that local populations have evolved specific mate recognition systems that lead to assortative mating among the members of the same population when interpopulational crosses are conducted (Dagley et al. 1994; Funk 1998; Tregenza et al. 2000; Nosil et al. 2002; McKinnon et al. 2004; Vines and Schluter 2006). However, in *P. sapporensis*, because of a large geographic variation in male mating vigor and female receptivity, assortative mating could be concealed under the effects of such mating propensities. The correlation analysis actually indicates that assortative mating is more likely to occur for a pair of local populations that have almost equal levels of female receptivity.

Random mating, in which the mating frequencies of the 4 cross types are not
different from random, was observed in the cross between the Hyakumatsu-zawa and Akan populations (Figure 4c); the least square means of both populations indicate the lowest levels of male vigor and female resistance. Thus, we could expect a random mating pattern if local populations with the lowest mating vigor/resistance are crossed, which may be common to other animal species. A notable fact is that these minimum levels of male vigor and female resistance were found in distant populations belonging to different chromosomal races. On the other hand, the populations with highly differentiated mating propensities were located only 5.2 km from each other (Hyakumatsu-zawa and Kannon-zawa). These results imply that a similar level of the mating propensity could repeatedly evolve in different localities, depending upon the environmental conditions.

In the present study, we were not able to detect the positive correlation between male vigor and female resistance across the test populations. This result apparently provides evidence against the antagonistic coevolution hypothesis but does not refute it entirely. Because the cross combinations in the present study included pairs of local populations having an equal level of mating vigor/resistance, it is likely that the mean mating frequencies for both sexes of a population are affected by assortative mating (Figure 6), which may have affected the population rankings (e.g., Kitami).

In conclusion, the present study rejects both Kaneshiro’s hypothesis and the female mate preference hypothesis as explanations for the asymmetrical mating observed in the crosses of *P. sapporensis* populations but corroborates the antagonistic coevolution hypothesis. We think that excluding the results for *Drosophila* spp., *P. sapporensis* is the first example of asymmetrical premating isolation caused by the geographic differentiation of male vigor/female receptivity. Male vigor and female receptivity (or
resistance) could coevolve in each population and eventually reach an equilibrium that varies depending on the local environmental conditions. A high population density or male-biased sex ratio, for example, may be responsible for the evolution of stronger resistance in females (Martin and Hosken 2003). Therefore, future studies should aim to demonstrate that superfluous mating actually imposes fitness costs to the females.
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Figure 1. Distribution of 2 main chromosome races (○, XO race; ▽, XY race) of *Podisma sapporensis* in Hokkaido, northern Japan (Bugrov et al. 2000) and the localities of the 6 populations used for population crosses (closed symbols). Locality names in bold and italic text indicate base and test populations, respectively.

Figure 2. Mean mating frequencies (standard deviation) (n=4) per trial for 4 cross types observed in the crosses between the Kitami and 3 base populations in the mate choice mode. Kit, Kitami population; Tei, Teine population; Shi, Shimokawa population; and Aka, Akan population.

Figure 3. Mean mating frequencies (standard deviation) (n=4) per trial for 4 cross types observed in the crosses between the Kannon-zawa and 3 base populations in the mate choice mode. Kan, Kannon-zawa population; Tei, Teine population; Shi, Shimokawa population; and Aka, Akan population.

Figure 4. Mean mating frequencies (standard deviation) (n=4) per trial for 4 cross types observed in the crosses between the Hyakumatsu-zawa and 3 base populations in the mate choice mode. Hya, Hyakumatsu-zawa population; Tei, Teine population; Shi, Shimokawa population; and Aka, Akan population.

Figure 5. Expected (gray bar) and observed (dotted bar) mean mating frequencies (standard deviation) (n=4) per trial for 4 cross types in the cross between the Kannon-zawa and Hyakumatsu-zawa populations in the mate choice mode. Kan, Kannon-zawa population; Hya, Hyakumatsu-zawa population.
Expected frequencies were calculated from the least square mean matings for the males and females of the Kannon-zawa and Hyakumatsu-zawa populations (Table 1). If the number of matings reflects these mating propensities, the proportions of matings of Kannon-zawa and Hyakumatsu-zawa males should be 0.581 and 0.419, respectively. Similarly, the proportions of matings of Kannon-zawa and Hyakumatsu-zawa females should be 0.342 and 0.658, respectively. Therefore, given no interactions, the frequencies expected from random combinations of matings should follow proportions of 0.199:0.143:0.382:0.275 for the cross types of Kan male–Kan female:Hya male–Kan female:Kan male–Hya female:Hya male–Hya female.

Figure 6. Relationships of the index of assortative/interpopulational mating with the absolute difference in the total mating number of males (above) or females (below) between the crossed populations (A-B in Table 2) for each cross combination.
Table 1
Least square (LS) means for the mating numbers of males and females of each population per trial

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Female</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LS mean</td>
<td>df</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>LS mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test population</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.37</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyakumatsu-zawa</td>
<td>3.773</td>
<td>7.389</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kannon-zawa</td>
<td>6.487</td>
<td>7.766</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitami</td>
<td>5.394</td>
<td>7.514</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teine</td>
<td>8.605</td>
<td>3.477</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base population</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17.59</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akan</td>
<td>5.394</td>
<td>7.514</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimokawa</td>
<td>8.605</td>
<td>3.477</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teine</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of the 3 test populations was crossed with 3 base populations, and the numbers of matings were counted for males and females. The results of ANOVA for the effects of the test populations, base populations, and the interactions are also demonstrated. Least square means were comparable among the test populations or among the base populations but not between a test population and a base population. df, degrees of freedom.
Table 2
Tests for randomness of mating numbers in each cross combination and for the difference in mating numbers (propensity) between males or females of 2 populations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross combination</th>
<th>Pop. A</th>
<th>Pop. B</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Randomness</th>
<th></th>
<th>Comparison of no. of matings</th>
<th></th>
<th>Ratio of no. of matings (pop. A/ pop. B)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>A-B</td>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit (XY)</td>
<td>Tei (XO)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>30.40</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>-27 14.29 &lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.33 &lt;0.001</td>
<td>2.71 &lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit (XY)</td>
<td>Shi (XO)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>13.62</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
<td>10  1.92 0.166</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.42 0.104</td>
<td>1.04 0.446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit (XY)</td>
<td>Aka (XY)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>18.18</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>25  13.86 &lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.21 &lt;0.001</td>
<td>1.55 0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kan (XO)</td>
<td>Tei (XO)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>13.26</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td></td>
<td>-14 4.7 0.030</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.52 0.018</td>
<td>1.92 0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kan (XO)</td>
<td>Shi (XO)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9.26</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td></td>
<td>-2  0.10 0.752</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.95 0.429</td>
<td>0.39 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kan (XO)</td>
<td>Aka (XY)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>43.88</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>10  1.99 0.158</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.45 0.098</td>
<td>0.09 &lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hya (XO)</td>
<td>Tei (XO)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>54.82</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>-34 27.84 &lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15 &lt;0.001</td>
<td>5.43 &lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hya (XO)</td>
<td>Shi (XO)</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>21.74</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>-17 5.72 0.017</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.52 0.008</td>
<td>1.78 0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hya (XO)</td>
<td>Aka (XY)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td></td>
<td>-10 1.99 0.158</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.70 0.099</td>
<td>0.58 0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kan (XO)</td>
<td>Hya (XO)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>18.24</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>9  1.72 0.190</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.41 0.092</td>
<td>0.28 &lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kit, Kitami; Kan, Kannon-zawa; Hya, Hyakumatsu-zawa; Tei, Teine; Shi, Shimokawa; and Aka, Akan. Base populations are indicated in bold. n, the total number of matings for the 4 trials. G, G statistics. A-B represents the total number of matings of population A males (females) minus that of population B males (females). W is a cross product estimator to estimate mating propensities.
Table 3
Tests for asymmetry between 2 types of heterotypic mating, sexual isolation between local populations (JI and Ipsi indices) and the contributions of sexual isolation, $G$ (isol) and mating propensity, $G$ (prop)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross combination</th>
<th>Asymmetry</th>
<th>Sexual Isolation</th>
<th>Partitioning of $G$ statistics</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>$JI$</td>
<td>$P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit (XY)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pop. A</td>
<td>Pop. B</td>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>$JI$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit (XY)</td>
<td>Tei (XO)</td>
<td>30.19</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit (XY)</td>
<td>Shi (XO)</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kit (XY)</td>
<td>Aka (XY)</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kan (XO)</td>
<td>Tei (XO)</td>
<td>12.40</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kan (XO)</td>
<td>Shi (XO)</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kan (XO)</td>
<td>Aka (XY)</td>
<td>30.19</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hya (XO)</td>
<td>Tei (XO)</td>
<td>45.75</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hya (XO)</td>
<td>Shi (XO)</td>
<td>17.23</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hya (XO)</td>
<td>Aka (XY)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kan (XO)</td>
<td>Hya (XO)</td>
<td>13.72</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kit, Kitami; Kan, Kannon-zawa; Hya, Hyakumatsu-zawa; Tei, Teine; Shi, Shimokawa; and Aka, Akan. Base populations are indicated in bold. $G$, $G$-statistics. In partitioning of $G$ statistics, $G$ values in bold are significant at $P = 0.05$. In comments, Sym, symmetrical mating; Asym, asymmetrical mating; Assort, assortative mating; and Random, random mating.
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